57 1949 LANGAY
  SINDHI MUSLIM CO-OP. SOC. KARACHI
  0345/11, VILL & P.O. I-10 MARKAZ, DINDY NIZAM BRANCH
  PATRIATA NEW MURREE
  DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

58 1954 KHOJA
  KIUH QURAN
  3, STATION ROAD, ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

59 2236 KOTLU KHOLHA
  SINDHI MUSLIM CO-OP. SOC. KARACHI
  0345/11, VILL & P.O. I-10 MARKAZ, DINDY NIZAM BRANCH
  PATRIATA NEW MURREE
  DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

60 2266 MAHJOBI KHOLHA
  KIUH QURAN
  3, STATION ROAD, ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

61 2368 PATHPUR BRANCH
  KIUH QURAN
  3, STATION ROAD, ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

62 2402 SINDY RAMAZ BRANCH
  ISLAMABAD.
  Completely Closed

63 2530 SHADAMAN COLONY, GUJRAT
  SINDHI MUSLIM CO-OP. SOC. KARACHI
  0345/11, VILL & P.O. I-10 MARKAZ, DINDY NIZAM BRANCH
  PATRIATA NEW MURREE
  DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

64 0089 GARI KHATA, HYDERABAD
  HYDERABAD
  Completely Closed

65 0121 KHIKHRI
  HYDERABAD
  Completely Closed

66 0155 CORPORATE CENTER
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

67 0311 PIANA
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

68 0328 BAGHAN
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

69 0454 ISLAMABAD-SECRETARIAT
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

70 0598 MORSAY RAWALPINDI
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

71 0931 SHREYAN KHURD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

72 1853 ISLAMABAD-G-9/4 INDIA
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

73 1909 CHIRAH CHOWK
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

74 1974 RAGHEL, HYDERABAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

75 2211 ISLAMABAD-FEDERAL &
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

76 2329 K-11-1, ISLAMABAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

77 2340 ADAMKIE ROAD BR.
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

78 2426 PATRIATE NEW MURREE
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

79 2431 COMSATS ISLAMABAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

80 2454 GHOURI TOWN ISLAMABAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

81 2459 RANGE ROAD RAWALPINDI
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

82 2470 G-8 MARKAZ ISLAMABAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

83 2481 BAHIRA ENLAIVE ISLAMABAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

84 2494 -110 MARKAZ ISLAMABAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

85 2513 CENTRAL BOULEVARD DHA PHASE-11
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

86 2591 NO.273/1, SHAHRAH-E-LIAQUAT, ARTILARY MAIDAN
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

87 2544 BHATIA, RAWALPINDI
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

88 5006 BB IJIL
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

89 5028 BB RUTA AHMAD
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

90 5036 BB IJIL 11-12 MARKAZ
  ISLAMABAD
  Completely Closed

91 0022 TAJUDDIN KHAN
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

92 0388 MODIA GBARI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

93 0655 NUGLAU GUJAR
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

94 0830 MAHARAH KHAN
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

95 0925 BADAL RAWALPINDI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

96 1028 NARAK
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

97 1056 HAYAL PANDORA
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

98 1519 DEVAR-HADDOCK, SD.
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

99 1583 DEY DON GUJAR
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

100 1649 BOKSHI GUJAR
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

101 1687 GHANJALI AHMED
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

102 1745 BAVALA AHMED
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

103 1781 SAKHI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

104 1882 BANGALI DEE JHILLI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

105 1883 KHALID JHILLI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

106 1924 SANG KALAN
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

107 2409 SABZI MANDI BRANCH
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

108 0001 KARACHI-BEHRA BALI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

109 0038 TANK ROAD, KARACHI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

110 0045 PREITY STREET, KARACHI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

111 0105 BANNA STREET, KARACHI
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

112 0330 KARACHI-KUMHAWARA
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed

113 0849 COMMUNITY CENTRE P.E.C.H.S.KAR
  JHUNGLE, GUJRAN KHAI, DISTRICT RAWALPINDI
  Completely Closed
176 0286 DARA DIN PANJAR MULTAN KHWAJI NO.1 KHATOONI NO.2 G.T. ROAD, DARA DIN PANJAR. TEL/E: KOT ADU DISTRICT MIZAPARGHARI. Completely Closed
177 0430 PAE GATE, MULTAN MULTAN CIRCULAR ROAD, PAE GATE, MULTAN Closed 415 KOT ADU Completely Closed
178 0944 SHEIKH UMAR MULTAN SHEIKH UMAR, NEW VETERINARY HOSPITAL, TEHSIL KOT ADU, DISTRICT MIZAPARGHARI. Completely Closed
179 1323 MAHWA MOULO, MUZAFFAR MULTAN Main Branch Mahar Khan Distt Multanfeef Completely Closed
180 1340 RATHEPUR DISTT. VIDHA MULTAN KHWAJI NO.328, KHATOONI NO.1045 TO 1051, KHASA NO.82/12/1, FATEHPUR TEHSIL-MANSI DISTRICT VIDHAH. Completely Closed
181 1470 B.I.S.E. COMPLEX, D. MULTAN Board of Intermediate & Secondary Education "BISE COMPLEX" Chawk Mustafa, Tehsil & District B.D. Khan. Completely Closed
182 1136 MAIN BRANCH, RAHALA MULTAN MUSAFFARA D Khana # 270 Rawalakot Tehsil & Dist Rawalakot Completely Closed
183 1505 MUSALLABAD, RAHALA MULTAN MUSAFFARA D Khana # 352, Musallabadda Tehsil & Dist Rawalakot Completely Closed
184 1620 DATOOT, RAWALAKOT MULTAN MUSAFFARA D Khana # 466, 503 & B, Datoot Tehsil & Dist Rawalakot Completely Closed
185 2346 HUARA MARHA MULTAN MUSAFFARA D KHASA # 232, KHATOONI # 221, KHATOONI # 243, MAIN BAZAR HUARA MARHA, TEHSIL & DISTRICT RAWALAKOT. AZAD KASHMIR. Completely Closed
186 2542 MALLOT DISTRICT BAGH MULTAN SARGODHA VILLAGE KULLOWAL NEAR EAST BRANCH Completely Closed
187 0347 TOSGHARI PESHAWAR Tosh Sarai Tehsil & Dist. Hang. Completely Closed
188 0844 TOSGHARI, HANGU PESHAWAR V & P.T.Townershi Hangu E No.972 Completely Closed
189 1513 RAJMA PESHAWAR Cadet College Rawmik Trible Area, N.W. Agency Completely Closed
190 1654 NARYAB, HANGU PESHAWAR SHOP NO. 1-4, HARI LAL QAMIR MARKET, VILLAGE NARYAB, TEHSIL & DISTRICT HANGU. Completely Closed
191 1655 KOTI KALAN PESHAWAR SARGODHA VILLAGE & P.O. KOTI KALAN (SALIH KHAN), NOWSHERA Completely Closed
192 0973 MASTUNG QUETTA GLEETA 1172/99/247, GLEETA ROAD MASTUNG Completely Closed
193 0974 MISION ROAD, GLEETA QUETTA 1320/92 Mission Road Quetta Completely Closed
194 1108 JHANI DAI BAZAR, QU GLEETA QUETTA 1714/92/50 70 Jung Darwar Bazar Quetta Completely Closed
195 1151 PAKI GLEETA SARGODHA KHATOONI # 64, POST OFFICE MALLOT, DISTRICT BAGH, AZAD KASHMIR Completely Closed
196 1650 GLEETA MASHAD ROAD QUETTA 462/17/95, VARD NO 21 MASAD ROAD QUETTA Completely Closed
197 2538 QAIAR GLEETA SARGODHA KHASA # 797/95/94/95/95, KHATOONI # 728, KHATOONI # 626, MUJARRAD SARGODHA Completely Closed
198 0470 DEPAULR SAHIWAL KHWAJI NO.132/18/72, KHATOONI NO.2955 TO 2964, MAIN BRANCH-DEPAULR, KASUR ROAD, DEPAULR, DISTRICT SAHIWAL. Completely Closed
199 1085 CHAK NO.161/28, DARB SAHIWAL KHWAJI NO.21, KHATONI NO.118 Khana # 163 E/B (Adda Muhammad Nager) Tehsil Arifwala Dist Pothuakhawa Completely Closed
200 1128 CHAK NO.61-2/L, PHAT SAHIWAL KHWAJI NO.160, KHATONI NO.326, KHATOONI NO.311-11, PHATUT Dist Sahwaith Completely Closed
201 1288 CHAK NO.30/233 SAHIWAL KHWAJI NO.50/6/11 Khana # 20123/23, BI Va Gogo, Tehsil Burewala, District Vehari. Completely Closed
202 2360 COMSAT BRANCH SAHARA SAHIWAL KHWAJI NO.50, KHATOONI # 109, TEHSIL & DISTRICT SAHIWAL Completely Closed
203 0227 CHAK NO.47/M, BHUSH SARGODHA KHWAJI NO. 141 / KHATOONI NO. 141 CHAK NO. 47/M & DISTRICT KHUSHAB Completely Closed
204 0691 MARI SARGODHA KHWAJI NO.143 KHATOONI NO.782 MARRI, SARGODHA Completely Closed
205 1176 ANGA, KHUSHAB SARGODHA SARGODHA MUDA ANGA DIST KHUSHAB Completely Closed
206 1294 TRIG SARGODHA SARGODHA BANNO ROAD, TRIG TEHSIL ZDA KHEE, DISTRICT MADANwal Completely Closed
207 1311 PEAR ABUL REHMAN, A SARGODHA SARGODHA ADDA MOOSA PIR ABDUL REHMAN AHMEDPURDISTAL DIVANT. Completely Closed
208 1314 WADI SARGODHA KHWAJI NO.132 Khaton #326-328 Wadih, SHAHPUR SADDAR SARGODHA Completely Closed
209 1450 OCHALL KKHUSHAB SARGODHA KHWAJI NO.311/191/462 KHATOONI NO.191, VILLI & P O OCHALL SHOP NO 2 Completely Closed
210 2134 MEREK SIAL SARGODHA KHWAJI NO.143 KHATOONI # 143, MAHRA SARGODHA Completely Closed
211 1951 TOBA, PIND DADAN-KHA SARGODHA KHWAJI NO.1432 KHATOONI # 1432, MAIN BAZAR, DISTRICT JHANG. Completely Closed
212 0648 GHULLAN SAILCOTT KHWAJI NO.713, DHULLU, KOTI LOHARAN EAST, DIST. SAILCOTT Completely Closed
213 1361 SAJULT-ADLA PAFURI SAILCOTT NO.1-5-1-124, ADA PAFURI SAILCOTT Completely Closed
214 1390 BHULLARAN SAILCOTT SARGODHA Balanganar Tehsil Sarmati, District Sakhro. Completely Closed
215 1451 SAILCOTT-CHRAGIPURA SAILCOTT SARGODHA CHURCH ROAD, CHSAGIPURA, TEHSIL & DISTRICT KHUSHAB Completely Closed
216 1753 JESSARWA SAILCOTT SARGODHA JESSARWA, TEHSIL DARRA DISTT. SAILCOTT Completely Closed
217 1774 CHAK AMRO SAILCOTT KHWAJI NO. 18/154 - KHABA NO. 326/25/2, CHAK AMRO ROAD, TEHSIL SARGODHA, DISTRICT SARGODHA Completely Closed
218 1825 NAVNAN PAFURI SAILCOTT KHWAJI NO.25, KHATON No.456, Khana #37, Tehsil & Dist. SAILCOTT Completely Closed
219 1861 MANDAL SAILCOTT SARGODHA LAI LAR, BIQAIL Dist. SAILCOTT Completely Closed
220 1953 NURKHEIN SAILCOTT SARGODHA LAI LAR, WACKORET, TEHSIL PARSAI DIST SAILCOTT Completely Closed
221 2124 ADALAT GARR, JIKSUK SAILCOTT KHWAJI # 35, KHATOONI # 109, KHASA # 639,682,688,691,755-760, ADALAT GARRA, TEHSIL & DISTRICT SAILCOTT Completely Closed
222 2388 BHARATH BRANCH SAILCOTT KHWAJI NO. 199 & 201, KHATOONI NO. 201 & 202, KHWAJI NO. 80,197,213-214, VILLAGE BHARATH, TEHSIL & DISTRICT SAILCOTT Completely Closed
223 2498 SIKHRA RUM SAILCOTT KHWAJI NO.341, KHATOONI NO.341, KHATOONI # 332, ADAH SAD PAFURI, SIKHRA KALAN, TEHSIL & DISTRICT SAILCOTT Completely Closed
224 2521 VILAGE KULOWAL SAILCOTT SARGODHA KHWAJI NO. 646 & KHATOONI NO. 646, KHEWAT NO. 05, VILLAGE & POST OFFICE, KULOWAL, TEHSIL, SAMBARI, SAILCOTT Completely Closed